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Earth-based observations of Jupiter indicate that the Galileo probe probably entered
Jupiter's atmosphere just inside a region that has less cloud cover and drier conditions
than more than 99 percent of the rest of the planet. The visual appearance of the clouds
at the site was generally dark at longer wavelengths. The tropospheric and stratospheric
temperature fields have a strong longitudinal wave structure that is expected to manifest
itself in the vertical temperature profile.

Remote sensing observations of the Galileo
probe entry site (PES) near the time of entry
were necessary to determine the characteristics of the site as compared with those of the
rest of the heterogeneous and dynamic jovian
atmosphere. Probe results may also serve as a
measure of ground truth for remote sensing
observations. The decision to use the spacecraft memory as the primary storage of probe
data precluded the orbiter from acquiring remote sensing measurements of the PES, which
meant that only Earth-based observations (1)
(Table 1) could fulfill this role.
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Most of the observations were of sunlight
scattered from Jupiter's clouds at wavelengths <5 p.m (Fig. 1). The Galileo probe
entered near the southem edge but inside an
area that is dark at red wavelengths, although possibly not as dark as the center of
the feature. At shorter wavelengths, the feature is brighter, giving it a dark blue-gray
appearance. The one exception to this dark
appearance at longer wavelengths is at 1.58
p.m, a wavelength of minimal gaseous absorption that should be sensitive only to
cloud particle albedo, whose more complicated appearance (Fig. ID) was verified in
several individual images used in the average. Images of the cloud field taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) on 5 October 1995 show that at 0.953 p.m (Fig. 2A),
this feature was neither as large nor as dark as

on 7 December. Discrete spectral measurements of the reflectivity of the PES and a
lighter region immediately to its south, taken
within a few days of the probe entry, show
that contrast between these regions is greatest (-30%) between 0.5 and 1.0 p.m. This is
also true of the feature centered some 220 to
the east in the 5 October HST images,
which is close in appearance to the dark
feature at the PES on 7 December.
Observations were also made at 4.85 p.m,
where Jupiter's spectrum is minimally affected
by gaseous absorption and the outgoing radiance is dominated by thermal emission rather
than reflected sunlight (Fig. 2, B through E).
The brightest (hottest) regions signify thermal
emission from the warmer depths of the atmosphere that are least obscured by atmospheric
particulates. The bright regions (Fig. 2B) correlate with the positions of dark regions in the
953-nm HST map (Fig. 2A) taken -10 hours
afterward. These 5-p.m hot spots (2) typically
cover less than 1% of the area of the planet
and - 15% of the PES latitude. They typically
show 4.85-p.m radiances equivalent to a
255-K blackbody for near-nadir views and a
240-K blackbody for a hemispherical average.
We note that the highly attenuated 7 December map is completely consistent with timeinterpolated versions of the 21 November
1995 and 21 January 1996 maps when blurred
further by atmospheric seeing. Therefore, it
appears likely that the probe entered just
within the thermally warm and visually dark
area associated with the 5-p.m hot spot.
Determinations of stratospheric temperatures near the 0.01-bar level and of tropospheric temperatures near the 0.25-bar level
were made from Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF) observations of CH4 emission near
7.8 p.m and H2 emission near 18 p.m, respectively, by techniques used in earlier work (3,
4). The PES was located along meridional

Table 1. Galileo probe support observations of Jupiter in late 1995 to early 1996. Broadband filters had
the following approximate wavelengths: B, 400 to 500 nm; V, 500 to 600 nm; R, 600 to 700 nm; I, 750
to 900 nm; Z, 850 to 950 nm; J, 1.1 to 1.4 p.m; H, 1.5 to 1.8 p.m; and K, 1.9 to 2.5 p.m. The other filters
have bandwidths <5% of the central wavelength listed. WFPC2, Wide Field Planetary Camera; CCD,
charge-coupled device; res., resolution; and Obs., observatory.

Site and dates of observations

Instrument and comments

Hubble Space Telescope (5 and 7 Oct.)
McMath-Pierce Solar Telescope,
Kift Peak* (4-11 Dec.)

Pic-du-Midi Obs.* (6 Nov.-5 Dec.)
Donald C. Parker Obs.* (4 and 7 Dec.)
Swedish Solar Obs.* (22 Nov.-8 Dec.)
Vacuum Tower Telescope,

WFPC2 (255- to 953-nm, high-res. CCD camera)
CELESTE [high-res. spectrometer (12.2 and 13.6 pLm)]
LEISA (1- to 2.5-p.m camera)
CCD (618 and 656 nm) and video camera
NSFCAM (1- to 5-p.m camera)
MIRAC2 (2- to 21 -p.m camera)
MIRLIN (5- to 24-pLm camera)
CCD (I)
CCD (B, V, R)
CCD (B, V, R, I, Z; 750, 829, 893, and 945 nm)
Near-infrared camera (J, H, and K)

Sacramento Peak (8 Dec.)
Yerkes Obs.* (24 Nov. and 7 Dec.)

CCD (618, 727, and 945 nm)

NASA Infrared Telescope Facility*
(2-10 Dec.)

*Longer term Galileo support programs have been and are running at these facilities, with a particularly intensive program
at the NASA IRTF.
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Fig. 1. Maps of cloud reflectivity at the PES from
(A) Donald C. Parker Observatory on 7 December
1995 (0.61 p.m), (B) the Swedish Solar Telescope
on 3 December (0.66 ,um), (C) Pic du Midi on 5
December (0.84 [Lm), and (D) the IRTF on 21
November (1.58 ,um) (19). The location of the
probe during descent, from 350 km above the
1-bar level to the 1-bar level and deeper, is given
by the positions of the left and right sides of the
short line, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Maps near the PES of (A) cloud reflectivity
(0.953 ,um) from HST observations on 5 October
1995 and (B through E) thermal emission (4.85
,um) (denoted by the false reddish color) from IRTF
observations on (B) 5 October 1995, (C) 21 November, (D) 7 December, and (E) 22 January 1996
(19). The poorer resolution of the 7 December
map arises from the large attenuation by the
polypropylene safety screen.
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5-,um hot spots suggest that they (i) have
the lowest density of cloud particles -1 uwm
in diameter and (ii) represent a region of
relatively dry, downwelling gas. The relatively unusual nature of the entry site could
explain the relative absence of particulates
detected by the probe nephelometer (10)
and net flux radiometer (11) experiments
relative to preentry expectations. Two different analyses of spectroscopic data on
5-,um hot spots (9) reached quite different
conclusions about the abundance of water
and properties of a water condensate cloud;
together they bounded the directly sensed
results (10-12). The waves sensed in the
temperature field are not always present
(13); they are phenomena (14) that should
also appear as waves in the vertical temperature profile in the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere in a more detailed reduction of the data from the atmospheric structure experiment (7).

tropospheric and stratospheric temperature
gradients of 0.17 and 0.10 K per degree of
latitude, respectively, consistent with Voyager data (5). Zonal waves in the stratospheric
and tropospheric temperature fields extend
several degrees north and south of the PES
latitude, with amplitudes of 1 to 3 K at the
PES latitude. In September through December maps of the temperature field, the stratospheric wave structure appears virtually fixed
in position relative to System III, and the
tropospheric wave structure appears to be
moving at -2 m s-5 (6). Both are moving
much slower than the cloud field. Another
type of wave structure is also present in the
stratospheric temperature field. After May
1995, while zonal mean tropospheric temperatures remained roughly constant, zonal mean
stratospheric temperatures at the PES latitude
dropped by some 1 to 2 K, similar to a 1985 to
1986 global equatorial cooling [figure 3 of
(4)]. Finally, our high-resolution spectroscopic observations of C2H6 (ethane) stratospheric emission at 12.16 ,um at the PES are consistent with a volume mixing ratio of -1 X
10-6 near the 0.005-bar pressure level, assuming the stratospheric structure given in (7).
Earlier quantitative studies of reflected
sunlight (8) and thermal emission (9) from

